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ELECTIONS IN EUROPE: FIRST TAKE 

Berenberg Macro Flash 

Very mixed results, with good and bad news for markets roughly balanced according to projections so far. On the positive 

side: a clear vote for stability in Ukraine and a result in Greece that may just suffice to keep the government stable and keep 

the Grexit tail risk at bay. But anti-EU protest parties came top in the UK and France. No surprise in Germany where an 

anti-euro/anti-immigration protest party scored about 7%. German support for the EU and the euro remains rock solid.  

  

By and large, the EU elections delivered roughly the expected protest vote according to first projections. Austerity and re-

forms are painful, immigration is contentious even at the best of times. Voters used the EU elections to let off steam. No 

surprise. Separate opinion polls for national elections suggest that the protest parties in many countries such as the UK and 

Germany would do much worse at national elections. This EU election was probably the high water mark of anti-EU senti-

ment. As economic growth gains some momentum across most of Europe, anti-EU sentiment will likely subside somewhat 

in coming years. 

  

Ukraine: a clear vote for stability. Most importantly for Europe, the clear victory for centrist candidate Poroshenko in the 

Ukrainian presidential elections supports hopes that Russia will shy away from invading its neighbour openly. With rough-

ly  55% of the vote for Poroshenko in the first round according to initial projections, no second round will be needed. That 

is good news for an instable country. And the margin of Poroshenko’s lead over all other candidates is so huge (about 40 

points on No 2) that even the fact that separatist thugs prevented a few million people in Eastern Ukraine from voting 

cannot have distorted the result much. Even Putin will find it difficult to label such a clear result illegitimate. That does not 

end the conflict in Ukraine. It will likely remain very messy for quite a while, with serious risks. But the result supports 

hopes that the situation can be contained and that Russia will not dare to create pretexts for an open invasion of a country 

which has expressed its collective will so clearly. 

  

Greece: setback probably bearable for the government. Current projections show a lead of radical left Syriza over the 

centre-right New Democracy of Prime Minister Samaras by 3-4 points. Samaras coalition partner Pasok loses heavily but 

comes in at close to 8%. Bad for centre-left Pasok, but not quite as bad as the 6% that recent opinion polls had projected. 

Local election results look mixed, with a Pasok-backed candidate staying on as mayor of Thessaloniki. Our first impression 

is that the result is not such a blow to either ND or Pasok that the parties may crumble. The coalition government with its 

small majority of 152 of 300 seats will probably decide to soldier on. Prime Minister Samaras has already rejected calls for 

new national elections. 

  

France: a clear protest vote. France is the sick man of Europe, with a sluggish and still largely unreformed economy. Vot-

ers deserted the Socialists of President Hollande who had promised to shield France from painful change when he assumed 

power two years ago but was then forced to bow to economic reality and endorse austerity nonetheless. First projections put 

the Front National at 25%, up from 6.3% in the EU elections of 2009. Support for the centre-right UMP fell to 20.3% from 

27.9% while the Socialist came third with just 14.7% after an already pretty bad 16.5% in 2009. The result can lead to some 

soul-searching among the Socialists. That may make it difficult for their reformist Prime Minister Valls to push his agenda of 

expenditure cuts to ease the tax burden that is stifling the French economy. But we do not expect his government to fall. 

More likely, he will be able to get some watered-down reforms passed with some support from centrist parties or even the 

centre-right. As the centre-right has not done well at the EU elections either, it probably has no interest in early national 

elections. 

  

Germany: no real surprise. In a mini-protest vote, the anti-euro/anti-immigration protest party gained about 7% of the 

votes, fully in line with recent opinion polls. The other results were also in line, except that chancellor Merkel’s CDU/CSU 

at 35% fared slightly less well while her coalition partner SPD at 27% did a little better than expected. The impact on Ger-

many policy will probably be nil. The 20% in Austria for the right-wing and anti-EU FPOe was also not more than polls 

had projected, leaving this protest party well behind the mainstream centre-right and centre-left.  
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UK: how will Scotland react to UKIP? Initial results suggest UKIP will top the UK poll. The regional announcements so 

far show them up 15 points in the East of England and 14 points in the North East, although results for some big regions 

are not available yet. The opposition Labour party may come second in the national poll. The governing Conservatives and 

the pro-EU Liberal Democrats have lost out.  

 

UKIP will do worse when voters know the question really matters. For next year’s general election, current polls show that 

UKIP will get half the votes they may get now. UKIP will be disruptive, probably by raising the chances of a hung parlia-

ment in 2015. The results may force some modest changes to the main parties policies, as the squeals of discontent from 

some mainstream politicians over the past few days suggest. But that should be relatively marginal. The ruling Conservatives 

have already guaranteed a 2017 Brexit referendum if they are in power, for instance. They are unlikely to bring that vote 

forward to 2016, as has been mooted over the weekend. It would leave no time for renegotiations with the EU. 

 

The biggest unknown is how Scotland will react. UKIP are so far doing much worse in relatively pro-EU Scotland than 

elsewhere. The surge in support for the anti-EU party outside Scotland could push more wavering voters towards the Scot-

tish independence campaign, raising the chance of Scottish exit from the UK. That would be something to worry markets. 

We expect Scotland to remain part of the UK, but this is a risk worth watching. 

 
 


